Hummingbird Introduction
■

■
■

■
■

■

Hummingbirds are one of three families in the
taxonomic order Apodiformes, which is named
for the Greek word for “footless” due to their
extremely small feet. Hummingbirds make up
the family Trochilodae which is divided into 6
subfamilies and about 360 species.
Hummingbirds live in North and South
America.
They love to drink nectar from flowers and can
hover over flowers by flapping their light wings
in a figure eight.
■ They’re named for the humming noise
their wings make.
Hummingbirds cannot smell, they are attracted
to brightly colored flowers.
They can visit over 100 flowers a day and can
drink twice their body weight.
■ As they visit the flowers, they carry
pollen between plants, which allows
them to produce fruit and seeds.
While hummingbirds prefer nectar, they can
also eat insects and spiders.
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Life Cycle
Courting

Hummingbirds Courting
@Paul Hakimata 2010

Courting is when an individual tries to attract
another as a potential partner or mate by
engaging in species-specific behavior.
■ Hummingbirds mating season is in the
spring, when female hummingbirds
return from their migration.
■ Males make multiple ascending flights in a
pattern which best shows off their colorful
crown and chest feathers.
■ Male hummingbirds will also make
sounds and flap their wings as hard as
possible to make a loud humming
sound.
■ The females choose their partners based
on the male’s appearance and the territory
the male possesses.
■ Territory is extremely important
because it provides a food source
for both the female and her
offspring.

Nest Making and Parenting the Young
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

The female typically begins building the
nest before mating.
■ Hummingbird nests can be found
near the ground floor in a hidden spot
or ten to ninety feet above the
ground.
■ Nests are usually in trees or shrubs in
the fork of branches.
The nest ranges from the size of a bottle
cap to a golf ball .
■ They are velvety, compact
cups–though the way they are
created and how they look depend
on the species of the bird.
■ Nests are created from
twigs, plant fibers, bits of
leaves, litchens, and other
soft material woven
together.
■ Spider silk and threads
are used to bind the nest
together and anchor them
to a branch.
The nest building takes at least a week.
Hummingbirds mate when the nest is
almost done.
After around twenty-four to thirty hours
the female hummingbird is ready to lay
her eggs.
■ She can lay one to three
eggs—though three eggs are rare.
■ The eggs are about the
size of a jellybean and laid
one at a time, spaced one
to two days apart.
The female hummingbird is solely
responsible for raising the young.
Females chase away any possible dangers
that could harm her nest, which includes
other male hummingbirds.
The female hummingbird sits on the eggs

Rufous Hummingbird Nest
@Victor Dresser 2015

Baby Anna's Hummingbirds
@Victoria 2010

Mother Hummingbird Feeding
Babies
@Pam Motazeri
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■
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from fifteen to twenty-two days- the time
varies depending on the species of the
hummingbird.
■ During this time period, the female
remains in the nest for as long as
possible.
When the eggs hatch, the chicks’ eyes are
closed and they have almost no feathers.
■ They are gray or pink-skinned,
incredibly small, and weigh less than a
dime.
■ They are completely dependent on
their mothers.
The female will spend most of her time
finding and collecting insects or nectar to
feed the chicks, and then regurgitating
food into the chicks’ mouth.
■ The female hummingbirds feed the
chicks for eighteen to twenty-five
days.
■ After the eight day, the chicks develop
their feathers.
Once they are capable of flight, the baby
birds become more independent.
To make sure they don’t starve, the mother
hummingbirds will stay with them and
continue feeding them for a few more
days.
■ When she determines they are
completely independent, the female
hummingbird will leave the now adult
hummingbirds alone.
The adult hummingbirds will eventually
leave the nest.

Adult Hummingbird Life
The incubation period is the dangerous
part of a hummingbirds’ life because the
chicks are defenseless.
■ Most hummingbird deaths occur
during their incubation period.
■ After the fledge and leave the
nest, the hummingbird's survival
chance increases significantly.
■ After they leave their nest, registering them
as adults, the adult hummingbird’s survival
chance increases by a lot
■ Adult hummingbirds are still at risk of
being attacked by predators, such as
cats, other birds, snakes, lizards, and
even large insects like the praying
mantis.
■ Predators are not the only danger to
hummingbirds, because of human activity
as well.
■ Hummingbirds can live an average life of
six to seven years–the maximum years
being ten.
■

Adult Female Costa's
Hummingbird
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Orb-weaver Spiders Catching a
Hummingbirds
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Migration Path
Migration of Hummingbirds
Hummingbirds love flowers and to drink
and eat nectar from flowers.
■ They like to live where flowers bloom in
very warm places with lots of sunshine
and do not live in cold, rainy, or rocky
places.
■ In the winter, they go to Central
America, Southern California, and the
South of the United States.
■ When there is less sunlight and there is
not an abundance of flowers the
hummingbirds will fly towards the
warmer, sunnier areas.
■ In February– March,
hummingbirds will migrate
from Central America to
Southern California as spring is
starting and flowers start to
bloom. They stay until May and
then go back to Central America
and Mexico.
■

Hummingbirds migrate in the spring and the fall. Migration is always
challenging for hummingbirds, because they must fly long distances to
live in an environment that is warm and has a plentiful food supply.
■ “They go where the Flowers Grow / Are”.
■ They usually come back to the same place if it has not changed.
■

When hummingbirds migrate, they prepare
themselves for a long trip from Central
America to Southern California, which is
about 3,000+ miles.
■ It's a long trip for the tiny hummingbird the
size of a quarter .
■ They need to store and have lots of
nectar to create energy for their
trip.
■ Hummingbirds don't migrate in
groups, instead they fly alone
during the day so there is a good
source of food for them.
■

Their heart beats 1,260 times per minute which is 5 times as much as a
human's (ours only beats about 200 beats per minute).
■ Their wings flap 15-80 times per second which is more compared to other
birds.
■

Hummingbirds Migration in
California
Hummingbirds that migrate to
California are usually from places
south of North America like
Mexico and even Panama.
■ They usually come to
California in the
beginning of January and
migrate into mid-May.
■ Hummingbirds from
Mexico fly to Eureka,
Northern California
where there are
redwoods and travel over
850 miles at 30 mph
(which is almost as fast as
a rollercoaster!).
■ Male hummingbirds are the
■

Above is a breeding pattern of 4 North
American hummingbirds of the 360
species: Rufous, Anna's, Black-chinned,
and Rudy-throated
hummingbirdcentral.com

pathfinders and the females
follow a week after.
Hummingbirds that migrate to California are usually gone by October
depending on the species.
■ The Black-chinned, Costa's, and Rufous hummingbirds don't stay in
California during the winters (November-December).
■ The Allen's, Anna's, and Calliope hummingbirds stay all year in
California.
■ Some reasons why they migrate to California is to return to where they are
born and breed babies to continue the tradition.
■

@Roger Levien 2013

Importance to the Environment
Pollination
More than eighty percent of flowering shrubs and
trees require assistance for pollination, and rely on
help from a bird, insect, or mammal.
■ Hummingbirds are crucial pollen carriers as they
visit many flowers a day, being able to feed upon
one-thousand to three-thousand flowers a day.
■ Hummingbirds get the energy they need to fuel
their high metabolism by feeding off of the
flowering shrubs and trees, pollinating the plants
in the process.
■ Flowers have even evolved over time to attract
hummingbirds, with successful flowers developing
specific colors, shape, positions, bloom times, and
nectar production to increase the chance of being
visited by a hummingbird .
■

@kansas DOT Right-Of-Way 2017
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■

Color

Hummingbirds are attracted to colors
such as red, pink, orange, and yellow.
■ Flowers that have solid colors or
patterns of these colors will attract the
attention of the hummingbird.
■ While hummingbirds can see color, the
ultraviolet shades that we cannot see
can also attract them.
■

A heliconia bihai flower
wikipedia.org

■

Shape
■

The ideal flower for a hummingbird’s bill is one that is long
and tube-shaped, almost like a trumpet.

■

■

The flowers that hummingbirds frequently visit often have a
funnel-like shape, which allows more nectar to accumulate at
the base.
■ These flowers’ shape is specifically meant for
hummingbird beaks, which prevents insects and other
animals from accessing the nectar.

Scent

Hummingbirds don’t have a strong sense of smell, so the
scent of the flower doesn’t matter as much.
■ Flowers that have a greater aroma usually attract insects,
which include a moth called the hummingbird moth.
■

■

Position

For hummingbirds to drink the nectar in the flower
comfortably while not having their wings brush against any
leaves or stems, the flower needs to be positioned at a
certain angle.
■ A comfortable angle will make it more attractive to the
hummingbirds, which will make it more likely that the plant
will be pollinated.
■

■

Bloom time
■ Hummingbirds are a diurnal species, meaning they are
active during the day at night. Flowers that rely on the, for
pollination are always accessible during the day.
■ These flowers open quickly in the morning and usually have
a longer blooming season to give the hummingbirds an
opportunity to have more nectar.

Native Species in California

California is a great state for hummingbirds because of the temperate
weather and abundance of plants and flowers they can feed on.
■ The most common hummingbird in California is Anna's
Hummingbird.
■ The smallest is the Calliope Hummingbird.

Anna's Hummingbird
Anna's Hummingbirds are mostly green and gray.
■ The male's head and throat are a reddish-pink color.
■ The female's throat is gray with red spotting.
■ Anna's hummingbirds' habitats are often in backyards and parks with
large colorful flowers and nectar feeders. They are common along
the Pacific Coast all year.
■ They can also be found in scrubs and savannahs.
■ Their nests are in high trees around 6-20 feet above the ground.
They lay 2-3 eggs a year.
■

Male Anna's Hummingbirds

Female Anna's Hummingbirds

@Tristan Herwood 2019

@Debra Repasz (1997-2007)

Allen's Hummingbirds
Allen’s hummingbird is commonly seen in California in the summer.
■ They look similar to the Rufous hummingbirds. Key differences
between them are:
■ Female and immature Allen's hummingbirds have narrow
outer tail feathers.
■ They have a reddish-orange color throat and orange bellies,
tails, and eye markings.

Both males and females have long straight bills and
copper-green backs, but the females lack the bright throat
coloring.
■ Allen's hummingbirds build nests near shady streams and lay 3 eggs
a year.
■ They spend winter in Mexico. In January, they start migrating along
the Pacific Coast to states like California and Oregon.
■

@Dean LaTray 2017

Black-chinned Hummingbirds
They're a seasonal species that comes during March through October.
■ Black-chinned hummingbirds are a dull metallic green with black
and grayish-white feathers underneath.
■ The males have a black throat with a thin purple base.
■ The females have pale throats and white tips on their tail
feathers.
■ Black-chinned hummingbirds predominantly breed inland in
western states and migrate in winter to western Mexico and the Gulf
Coast.
■ They eat nectar, small insects, and spiders. Their tongues are able to
lick 13-17 times per second when feeding on nectar.
■ They lay 2 tiny white eggs that are only 0.6 inches.
■ Black-chinned hummingbirds can be seen sitting on top of dead
trees on tiny bare branches.

■

They can also be found along the Southwest in canyons and
rivers or on the Gulf Coast by shady-oaks.

Female Black-chinned

Male Black-chinned

@Marky Mutchler 2020

@Glenn Bartley

Costa's Hummingbirds
Costa's are a seasonal species.
■ Costa's hummingbirds have purple throat patches that flare out and a
purple crown.
■ Their backs are green and their bellies are white with green
coloring.
■ The females lack the purple color and have more white on
their bellies.
■ Costa's hummingbirds live in Baja California, Southern California,
and Southwestern Arizona.
■ They are predominantly desert hummingbirds.
■ They migrate between the Pacific Coast in Mexico during
winter and up to Arizona, the Southern edge of Nevada and
Utah, and further into California for breeding.
■ Desert scrub, chaparral, and deciduous forest are habitats for them
and they may visit different species of plants.
■ Costa's hummingbirds nests are built quite low at 3-7 feet above the
ground in shrubs and they may have up to two eggs a year.

@Paul Higgins 2009

Rufous Hummingbirds

Rufous are a seasonal species and one of the longest migrating birds,
traveling up to 4,000 miles.
■ The males have red throats and are bright orange on their backs and
bellies with a white patch below their throat.
■ The females are a greenish-brown on the backs with a rust color on
their sides and white bellies.
■ They are able to breed in northwest Alaska, and can migrate to
Mexico or the Gulf Coast for winter.
■ During the late summer and fall, rufous hummingbirds migrate to
the Rocky Mountains and north along the Pacific Coast in spring.
■ They can be found in mountain meadows. In the winter
they live in the woods and forests.
■ Rufous hummingbirds feed mostly on nectar from colorful
tube-shaped flowers, and on insects such as gnats, midges, and flies.
■ They build a nest in the trees using soft plant down and spider webs
to hold it together. They lay 2-3 tiny white eggs that are about 0.5
inches long.
■ Rufous hummingbirds are very aggressive and may chase off other
hummingbirds, even if they are much larger.
■ When they are migrating, they won't stay around long and
will chase off other hummingbirds at every chance.

Male Rufous Hummingbirds
@Spencer Follett 2017

Female Rufous Hummingbirds
@Ian Routley 2016

Calliope Hummingbirds
Calliope are a very small and seasonal species.
■ The males have a bright magenta throat, green backs and flanks, and
a dark tail.
■ The females lack the magenta throat and are more pinkish-white
underneath than the males.
■ The Calliope hummingbirds are the smallest bird in the United
State, but can fly 5,000 miles from Mexico to Canada.
■ They are defensive of their territories and can even chase
red-tailed hawks.
■ They start to migrate relatively early, arriving from mid-April to
early May.
■ In the fall, they migrate along the Rocky Mountains to
wintering grounds in southwest Mexico.
■ In the spring, they migrate near the Pacific Coast to breed in
between Colorado and Canada
■ Calliope hummingbirds' nests are usually in evergreen trees and may
be reused, or will build on top of old nests.

Male Calliope Hummingbirds
@Alan Schmierer

Female Calliope Hummingbirds
@Kent Leland 2017

Broad-tailed Hummingbirds
These hummingbirds are a seasonal species.
■ The broad-tailed hummingbirds have green backs, brown wings, and
white on their chest and bellies.
■ The males have a rose colored throat, while the females and
children have green spots on their throats and cheeks.
■ Broad-tailed hummingbirds migrate during late May and August to
high meadows and open woodlands in the mountains in the west,
before migrating south to Mexico during the winter.
■ These hummingbirds can slow their heart rates and drop their body
temperature to enter a state of torpor during extreme cold at higher
elevations.
■ Broad-tailed hummingbirds drink from larkspur, red columbine,
sage, scarlet gilia, hummingbird nectar feeders. They can also feed
on small insects.
■ Their nests are usually made of evergreen or aspen branches, with
spider webs and gossamer to add insulation during cold nights.

Male Broad-tailed Hummingbirds

Female Broad-tailed Hummingbirds

@ Doug Brown

@ Reed Gorner 2019

Broad-billed Hummingbirds
The broad-billed hummingbird species is a rare species.
■ Broad-billed hummingbirds are brilliant colored and have red beaks
with black tips. The beaks are wide near their head and then tapers
to a point.
■ The males are green with a blue throat that extends down
the chest.
■ Females have pale bellies.
■ They lived in the Pacific Coast and central Mexico.
■ Some migrate north in mountain canyons in southern
Arizona and New Mexico for breeding, while a few remain
near the Mexican border.
■ Primary habitats for broad-billed hummingbirds are canyon streams
and mountain meadows, with their nest built low to the ground.
They typically build close to streams.

Male Broad-billed Hummingbirds
@Ryan Sanderson 2019

Female Broad-billed Hummingbirds
@Max Nootbaar 2019

Flowers for Southern
California Hummingbird
Gardens
California
Fuschia

Bush
Monkeyflower

(Epilobium
canum)

(Diplacus
aurantiacus)
@Christopher L.
Christie 1998

@Steve Matson 2015

White Sage

Chaparral
Mallow

(Salvia
apiana)

@Calscape 2014

(Malacothamnus
Fasciculatus)

@Gary A. Monroe 2010

Bladderpod

Vervain

(Peritoma
arborea)

(Verbena
lasiostachys)

@Stan Shebs 2006

@John Doyen 2017

California
Hedge
Nettle

Lanceleaf
Liveforever
(Dudleya
lanceolata)

(Stachys
bullata)
@Calscape 2010

@Calscape 2014

Grape
Soda
Lupine

Cardinal
Flower
(Lobelia
cardinalis)

(Lupinus
excubitus)

@Stickpen 2010

@Wynn Anderson 2016

Myths vs. Facts
Myth 1: They migrate on the backs of larger birds.
Facts 1: Hummingbirds prepare for long trips by making sure to eat plenty
of food beforehand. They also use wind currents and drafts to help carry
them long distances.
Myth 2: Hummingbirds only drink out of red flowers.
Fact 2: Hummingbirds may prefer red flowers due to the hypothesis that
warmer-colored flowers have sweeter nectar, but ultimately they will drink
from all types of flowers.
Myth 3: Hummingbirds must migrate to survive.
Fact 3: Not all hummingbirds migrate. For example, Anna’s hummingbird
or the rufous hummingbird can stay in one location all year
Myth 4: Hummingbirds don’t have feet and can’t perch.
Fact 4:Hummingbirds have trouble walking on their very small feet, but
they can perch.
Myth 5: Hummingbirds mate for life.
Fact 5: After mating, males will leave the female to protect and incubate the
nest.
Myth 6: Hummingbirds exist on a nectar only diet.
Fact 6: Hummingbirds can also eat insects. Some hummingbirds can even
drink tree sap.
Myth 7: Parents teach fledglings to fly.
Fact 7: Flying is an instinct for them! Hummingbird chicks do not have to be
taught.

Myth 8: A mother hummingbird will abandon her babies if a human
touches them.
Fact 8: Hummingbirds don’t have a sense of smell and rely on their vision. A
hummingbird will be able to recognize her offspring by sight.
Myth 9: Hummingbirds hang upside down when they are dead.
Fact 9: This is just their position of torpor (sleep).
Myth 10: Hummingbirds and bees get along.
Fact 10: Hummingbirds do not like to share their feeders or plants with
bees.
Myth 11: Hummingbirds use their beaks like straws to drink nectar.
Fact 11: Hummingbirds have long, narrow, “w” shaped tongues that are twice
the length of their beak that they use to quickly drink nectar.
Myth 12: Hummingbirds are not smart because they have tiny brains.
Fact 12: While their brains are extremely small, it’s actually about 4.2% of
their body (to compare, humans have a brain weight of 2%). Hummingbirds
are intelligent enough to remember each of the hundreds of flowers they
already visited throughout the day, and to identify possible threats.
Myth 13: Hummingbird feeders should be removed by early fall to
encourage natural migration.
Fact 13: Hummingbirds know naturally to fly towards warmer climates in
the winter. Injured or weak hummingbirds unable to migrate may be able to
use feeders to sustain themselves until they’ve recovered.
Myth 14: Adding honey to homemade nectar is safe for hummingbirds.
Fact 14: Adding honey to homemade nectar is dangerous because
hummingbirds can get a fungal tongue infection called Candidiasis. This

can cause a rapid growth of yeast that forms a white plaque in their mouths.
This can cause a loss of appetite, loss of a sense of taste, and create an
unwanted taste in their mouths.
Myth 15: Hummingbirds’ only natural predators are other, larger birds.
Fact 15: They have other predators like cats, spiders, and frogs.
Myth 16: Hummingbirds die when they stop flying.
Fact 16: Hummingbirds can safely rest, land, and sleep.

Are Hummingbirds
Endangered?
Due to changes in the environment, either natural or man-made, some
hummingbird species may be more at risk than others.
■ Every day, hummingbirds eat twice their body weight due to their
fast metabolism. However, land development and pesticides have
greatly decreased their habitat and food sources.
60% of all bird species in North America has had a population
decline of nearly 30% since 1970.
■ Hummingbirds are migratory birds, but this makes them very
vulnerable to the impact of climate change and disturbances in their
habitats.
■ Human activity and climate change has altered varying regions
differently causing hummingbird species to be impacted at different
rates.
■ Hummingbird species are undergoing significant population
changes across North America.
■

For example:
■

Allen's, Rufous, ruby-throated and Broad-tailed hummingbirds'
population have accelerated over the last three generations to nearly
double the rate of decline from the previous half-century while
Anna's hummingbird experienced an accelerated rate of population
growth.
■ Allen's Hummingbird:
■ They had a population decline of 80% from 1968-2019.
■ If current rates of decline continue, they will lose half of
their remaining population in the next 17 years.
■ Allen Hummingbirds are not adaptable to urban
environments as other hummingbirds and are put under
intense development pressure.
■ Rufous Hummingbird:
■ Their population declined about 2% every year with an
accumulative decline of about 67% from 1966-2019.
■ Rufous are more at risk of extinction without conservation
actions to reduce their decline and threats.
■ Broad-throated Hummingbird:

Their population declines 1% each year with an
accumulative decline of about 45% from 1966-2019.
■ The Broad-throated Hummingbirds don't have a clear
cause for their decline but it is suspected that the climate
has a huge effect on their breeding and survival.
■ The increasing temperatures caused plants at higher
elevations to flower earlier in the Rocky Mountains, but
has shortened the time the Broad-tailed Hummingbirds
have with their nectar sources.
■
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